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Diffusion and Kirkendall effect in PbSe–EuS multilayer
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Abstract

Epitaxial PbSe–EuS multilayer subjected to diffusion annealing was examined by low-angle X-ray diffraction and Bragg X-ray
diffraction. Multilayer profile change in the course of diffusion intermixing was determined by simulation of X-ray diffraction on
the model multilayer profile and comparison of calculated patterns with experimental ones. The systematic shift of the average
Bragg peak found at diffusion shows the presence of Kirkendall effect in the specimen. Matano procedure was applied to calculate
the partial diffusion coefficients of the multilayer components.
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Semiconductor superlattices of A B compounds are4 6

preferable objects for investigation of phenomena in low
dimensional structures, among them resonant tunneling
w1x, thermoelectric effect with increased figure of merit
w2x, ferromagnetic orderingw3x, etc. These compounds
have a simple crystalline structure(NaCl type) with
lattice periods close to each other and allow to prepare
single crystalline epitaxial films on different substrates
(KCl, BaF , Si), usable to produce multilayers consist-2

ing of narrow-gap(PbS, PbSe, PbTe, SnTe) and wide-
gap (EuS, EuSe, EuTe, YbS, YbSe, YbTe)
semiconductor layers with layer thicknesses down to 1
nm.
Abrupt transitions between layers, flat interfaces and

stability under external thermal or radiation influence
are important features for manifestation of the above-
mentioned phenomena. In this work the evolution of
PbSe–EuS multilayer profile under thermal annealing
was examined.

2. Specimens and methods

Epitaxial multilayers were grown in a high vacuum
oil-free chamber on(1 0 0) oriented KCl cleavage plane
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with preliminary grown PbS buffer layer. Used A B4 6

compounds weren-PbSe andn-PbS 99.995%(metal
basis) from Alfa Aesar Johnson Matthey GmbH
(www.alfa-chemcat.com) and EuS 99.98%(metal basis)
synthesized in the Institute of Solid State Physics,
Chernogolovka, Russia(for more information about
quality of EuS material see Ref.w11x).
Thin films of EuS and PbSe were deposited alterna-

tively by electron beam and thermal evaporation of
initial compounds. Film thicknesses and multilayer peri-
od uniformity were controlled with quartz oscillator
mounted near the substrate. Finally, the multilayer was
covered with protecting EuS cap. During deposition,
vacuum was maintained at 1.33=10 Pa level. They6

ready specimen consists of 20 alternating films(10
periods) of EuS and PbSe with additional 50 nm thick
PbS buffer and EuS cap, the multilayer period being
10.7 nm. To avoid the superposition of strong KCl
(2 0 0) reflection on the multilayer diffraction curve at
subsequent X-ray investigations, the multilayer was got
free by dissolving KCl substrate in distilled water and
drawn out to a glass substrate. The specimen annealing
was performed in vacuum chamber at 660 K. Total
annealing duration was 59 h. In the course of annealing,
the specimen was periodically taken out of the chamber
for X-ray diffraction investigation.
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Fig. 1. Normalized experimental(dots) and calculated(line) Bragg
diffraction patterns in the course of diffusion: initial state(a) and after
2 h (b); 20 h (c); 50 h (d) of annealing.

The multilayer structure was examined using low-
angle X-ray diffraction of Cu Ka radiation and Bragg
X-ray diffraction at(2 0 0) reflection. These two meth-
ods are often used simultaneouslyw4,5x allowing to
obtain more comprehensive information on multilayer
structure. The reason is that the Bragg diffraction pattern
of multilayer is formed both by interplanar distance
distribution and electron density distribution across the
multilayer, while the low angle diffraction is dependent
only on the dielectric constant profile of multilayer.

3. Results

A typical shape of the Bragg diffraction pattern
obtained from the single crystalline multilayer consists
of the central peak in which the position is defined by
the average lattice parameter and a set of satellites on
both sides of the average peak. The distances between
peaks, their relative intensities and position of the whole
pattern are dependent on the multilayer composition,
period, and cross-section profile. The diffraction pattern
shape may be simulated by calculating the X-ray dif-
fraction for a model multilayer profile. In this work, this
was done by numerical solving of Takagi–Taupin equa-
tions w6x for diffraction on the model profile and then
varying the model parameters to achieve the best fit
between the experimental and calculated diffraction
patterns. The results of fitting for some annealing stages
are shown in Fig. 1.
The interdiffusion through the layer boundaries on

annealing leads to the multilayer profile smoothing. The
model multilayer profile was constructed from solution
of the diffusion equation

2 2B E B E2pn y4p n Dt
C F C FF(z,t)s a cos exp (1)n8 2
D G D GH Hn

HereH is the multilayer period;D, diffusion coeffi-
cient; t, annealing time.
It is evident that in the initial moment,F(z,0) repre-

sents the Fourier expansion of initial rectangular profile

B E2pn
C FF(z,0)s a cos , a sS,n 08
D GHn

2
a s sin(npS) (2)n np

whereS is the symmetry factor of multilayer introduced
asSsh yH.PbTe

The profile smoothing due to diffusion is defined by
dependence of the expansion coefficients onDt

2 2a (t)sa (0) expy4p n DtyH (3)Ž .n n

Such defined modulating functionF(z,t) was applied
to obtain the periodical variation of interplanar distance
in the normal directionz to the surface and modulation
of polarizability that are members of Takagi–Taupin
equation

dY p 2w xsi Y y2(hyf)Yq1 (4)
dz Le

Here, Y is the ratio of diffracted to initial beam
amplitudes;L , the extinction distance;h, the normal-e

ized angular variable;f, the normalized variation of
interplanar distance alongz. The valuef is introduced
as 2fs2´(z,t)sin qyx , ´(z,t)sF(z,t)(d yhr PbTe

. Modulation of polarizabilityx was definedd )ydEuS avg hr

in the same manner.
Interpretation of low-angle diffraction patterns is

based on the Fresnel equationsw7,8x. At a grazing
incident beam, the diffraction is insensitive to the
interplanar distance distribution on the atomic scale, but
is the result of X-rays interference scattered at the layer
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Fig. 2. Experimental(dots) and calculated(line) low angle diffraction
patterns during annealing: initial state(a); after 3 h(b) and after 20
h (c) of annealing. Additional intensities between the main peaks are
connected with the presence of the EuS cap.

Fig. 3. Average Bragg peak shift in the course of diffusion. Interplanar
distance change of the average lattice is shown.

interfaces due to the difference in dielectric constant.
Simulation of multilayer reflectivityR in the low angle
range was executed with the following set of recurrent
equations

FR qR exp2ix hj jq1 jq1 jq1R sj F1qR R exp2ix hj jq1 jq1 jq1
FR sRM M

2 2y y´ ysin w y ´ ysin wj 0 jq1 0
FR sj

2 2y y´ ysin w q ´ ysin wj 0 jq1 0

2p 2yx s ´ ysin w (5)jq1 jq1 0
l

Here,R is the reflection at thejth interface countedj

from the surface;R reflection at the boundary withM,

substrate that comes as the initial condition;´ , complexj

dielectric constant ofjth layer; w , angle between the0

normal to multilayer surface and incident beam. The
experimental low angle patterns and fitted ones are
shown in Fig. 2. Evolution of the dielectric constant
profile in the course of diffusion was modelled using
Eqs.(1)–(3).
In the process of diffusion in multilayer and simula-

tion of successive diffraction patterns the regular shift
of the average lattice peak position was revealed(Fig.
3). This means that the relation of layers thicknesses,
or the multilayer symmetry factor, is changed due to
diffusion intermixing. The change of symmetry factor is
expressed asSs1y(d yd )y(d yd ), wherePbTe avg PbTe EuS

d corresponds to the interplanar distance derived fromavg

the position of the average peak. This phenomena may
be interpreted as the occurrence of Kirkendall effect in
the thin film multilayer. Behaviour character of the
Bragg diffraction pattern depending separately on the
diffusion length and on the change of the multilayeryDt
symmetry factor is essentially different. So the simula-
tion of the Bragg diffraction patterns was performed
considering both factors, using the data shown in Fig.
3. This allowed to calculate the multilayer profile in the
course of diffusion as a result of fitting of the diffraction
patterns(Fig. 4).
The multilayer diffusion parameters were calculated

using the Boltzmann–Matano analysisw9x. The position
of Matano plane was defined from

Hy2 zM

w xC(z,t)dzs 1yC(z,t) dz (6)| |
z 0M

whereC(z,t) is the molar concentration of component
(Fig. 5). The concentration profiles were taken in from
Eqs.(1)–(3). Applying it to Eq.(6) yields

2 2N B Ez S 1 sinnpS 4p n DtM C Fs q exp y sinnp (7)82 2 2
D GH 2 p n Hns1
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Fig. 4. Change of calculated multilayer profiles(single period)
according to Eqs.(1)–(3) in the course of diffusion intermixing. The
set (a) of profiles calculated at constantSs0.144 and consequence
of diffusion lengths 1.24, 1.87, 2.63, 2.95 and 3.39 A, while the set˚
(b) is derived from measured symmetry factor change and fitting of
experimental diffraction patterns. Modulation of interplanar distance
is shown.

Fig. 5. Definition of the Matano plane position on the concentration
profile. Hatched areas corresponds to the integrals in Eq.(6).

Table 1
Calculated characteristics of EuS–PbSe multilayer

Annealing zM S Deff

time (min) (10 cm)y8 (10 cm ys)y21 2

15 7.704 0.144 10.05
30 7.651 0.143 10.04
60 7.597 0.142 10.02

120 7.490 0.140 10.01
180 7.330 0.137 10.03

D is effective interdiffusion coefficient.eff

The area under concentration profile limited byz isM

2 2NB E B EH H sinnpS 4p n Dt
C F C FQsS yz q exp yM 82 2 2
D G D G2 p n Hns1

B E2npzMC F= sinnpysin (8)
D GH

The subsequent calculations were executed according
to Matano procedure. The treatment was applied only
to diffusion stages when the condition of infinite sources
at periodically disposed boundaries was valid. The
results obtained are shown in Table 1 which illustrates
shift of the Matano plane followed by the multilayer
symmetry factor change at the constant effective inter-
diffusion coefficient.
The partial diffusion coefficients obtained from these

data are 1.98=10 cm ys for EuS and 2.6=10y20 2 y22

cm ys for PbSe.2

4. Conclusions

The regular shift of the average peak at Bragg X-ray
diffraction on EuS–PbSe multilayer and peculiar behav-

iour of diffraction patterns in the course of diffusion
intermixing indicate the change in the layer thickness
relation. This means the presence of Kirkendall effect
in the specimen. The multilayer profiles restored from
the diffraction patterns were treated by Matano process
and yielded the values of partial diffusion coefficients
of components. It should be stated that obtained effective
and partial coefficients are much less than those for
PbTe–PbSe multilayerw10x. This may be due to a lesser
difference in covalent radii for the last pair of compo-
nents as compared to PbSe–EuS. The Matano plane in
the process of diffusion moves towards the more fusible
PbSe component.
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